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Abstract 
In addition to tiie Gaussian shaped core region, particle bunches in 
electron-positron circular colliders have a rarefied halo region of im
portance in determining beam lifetimes and backgrounds in particle 
detectors. A method is described which allows simulation of halo par
ticle distributions. 

Introduction 
Although it is a simplification, ope can divide the beam-beam 

problem into the two different regimes of core particles and halo 
particles. The core particles are those in the high density part of 
the beam, and the distribution of these particles determines the 
luminosity. Although improvements art1 still needed, many work
ers [3.5] have successfully modeled these particles and calculated 
the luminosity under real accelerator conditions. 

The halo particles are a different story. While they don't de
termine the luminosity, they do determine the beam lifetime and 
the experimental backgrounds. These are as important as the 
luminosity because the machine must operate in a region of pa
rameters with good lifetime and low- backgrounds. In Figures 1 
and 2 we show some experimental measurements of vertical tail 
distributions. Typically the distributions fall off exponentially 
rather than maintaining the Gaussian distribution which charac
terizes the core panicles. We describe here techniques to model 
these halo pnrtirlpsr 

The measurements of Figure 1 were performed by inserting 
a beryllium finger into the tail region. The gamma radiation 
resulting from bremstrahlung in the finger will be proportional 
to the density of particles in the beam. In principle, since cross 
.sections and geometry are known, this could he a direct measure 
of tin* particle density. The finger must be made thick enough 
to be mechanically stable, yet thin enough so that the scattering 
iu the finger ilors not significantly alter the particle distribution. 
Our estimates indicate that the scattering from the finger used 
by Decker and Taiwan would substantially alter the tail distri
bution. 

The measurements in Figure 2 are made by inserting a scraper 
into the beam and observing the resulting change in beam life
time. For typical beam currents the image fields from the scraper 
are strong enough to change the orbit and tune of the beam. 
This effect was noted and measured by the author and S. Mil-
tun. Recently S. Milton [4] has measured tail distributions for 
weak beams. Despite the fact that for usual operating conditions 
the effects of the scraper on the beam are neglected* one suspects 
they give a qualitative understanding of the situation. 

* This work was pe;r .rmed while the author mas a visitor at the Wilson 
Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14850- Address after July 1, 
1989 is SLAC. Stanford, CA 94305-

* Operated by Universities Research Association* Inc.. under contrcct with 
the U.S. Department of Energy. 
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FIG 1 Observed beam-beam produced non-Gaussian vertical beam 
tails using a beryllium probe in CESIl as a function of cur
rent |lj 
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FIG. 2. Particle distributions measured in SPEAR with and without 
the beam-beam interaction using a scraper [2]. 

Even neglecting the effect of the scraper on beam, still the 
density profile is not measured directly by the scraper measure
ments and must he inferred. The argument used for this in
ference is given in an appendix. Our simulations support the 
inference, indicating departures of 20% between inferred densi
ties And simulated densities (see Figure 11). On the logarithmic 
scale relevant to this discussion, this is good agreement. 

Before beginning our discussion of the theoretical situation, we 
wish to specify our notation and vocabulary. The linear betatron 
motion around the ring is given by the standard Floquet solution. 
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when- J 3 and # r ar«* the artjon and angle variables respectively 
for tiif h«rizonra! r lj«Tatnjii motion. Wc introduce tlte ampli-
lutEo ,4 r and My 

A, = v/2^7 . 4 , = y/2J,. (2) 

and . s i n e the bulk of the particles are in a well defined bi-
Gaus.-iau core it is convenient to measure ampli tudes in terms 
of this core size by introducing normalized ampli tudes o T and 

.4,''tM a, - Ay/iJ.^ (3) 

Similarly, tin- longitudinal synchrotron motion may be param
eterized as 

a, <jeT Sin fc 

iE 
T 

(4) 

Here ac is the normalized energy ampli tude. acr is related to 
n< through the R F parameters and the momen tum compaction. 

The actions for ampli tudes) are the appropr ia te variables to 
study, since they change only very slowly as a result of the non 
linear forces a n d / o r quan tum excitation. 

No analytical calculations of tail distr ibutions are known to 
us. Even simulations are unavailable. The reason for the lack of 
simulations can be quite readily appreciated. Suppose that one 
were tracking an ensemble of N particles, observing the flow of 
particles across a boundary, The expected number *i.V that will 
cross the boundary in time At is approximately 

A.V ^ J.\/fJt • At 
X 

At. ( 5 | 

wlj/ :e r, if, the lifrihn^ a"--oci;ilt'd with a scrapei ,ii that position. 
The number passing in u turns is found by sett ing At = nT 
where T is the orbit peiiod, about 2-G microseconds for C'ESR. 
To achieve a A.V = 30, for a statistical uncertainty of 20% in A A", 
lifetimes of 12 minutes to 2 hours would require a product n.V 
equal Hi10 to 10 1 1 part icle-turns. 10' part icle-turns per cpu hour 
has been achieved on supercomputers using streamlined codes 
|5]. Tims modeling tails out to these lifetimes would require 1U0 
lo 1000 hours of supercomputer time. One needs to reduce these 
times by a factor of several hundred if simulations are to be a 
useful design tool. 

Our idea is to take advantage of the slowly varying statistical 
na tu re of the changes in ampli tude. One may verify that the 
change in any of the three normalized ampli tudes on a single 
turn due to quan tum excitation is the order of ]'/£. The change 
of the betatron amplitudes from a single beam-beam kick is less 
than $Y<. with a few turn average equal to 0.05 divided by the 
number of turns . Macroscopic changes in particle distr ibutions 
require a damping t ime which is 10,000 turns for CESR. Thus a 

particle at 6 to 10CT in the vertical tails does not suddenly hop 
there from the core, but must proceed there slowly, undergoing 
many beam-beam kicks and quantum excitations and dampings 
in the process. It follows that for a particle in the tail the exact 
knowledge of its history in the core is lost and irrelevant One 
could replace the exact" core by statistical information of cure 
behavior. 

Rather than tediously tracking billions of particle-turns in the 
core to get information about tail particles, we propose to track 
core particles for a damping t ime (after the core lias settled) 
gathering information we can use later. We da this hy drawing 
an imaginary boundary in normalized ampl i tude space at a ra
dius where out of the 1000 particles we are tracking, runout 100 
particles typically lie outside this radius and the remaining 900 
lie inside {see Figure 3). At each i n we determine if a parti
cle is inside or outside of this bout: .. If it lias moved upward 
across this bounds ; - ; we save its new .idinates (say in file # 1 ) . 
We do this for a damping t ime of 10.-;00 tu rns , saving all such 
"coordinates of arrival", and additionally every ten turns , we 
randomly select one of the particles in •• outer region and save 
its coordinates in a separate file ( # 3 ) . 

Next we proceed to s tep 2. We distr ibute the 1000 particles 
according to the coordinates saved in. file # 3 , and begin to track 
these particles. We again draw a boundary sa that about 100 
particles are outside it. If, as we track, a ps ricle falls downward 
across the lower boundary we choose a coor< nate set at r andom 
from file # 1 created in s tep 1, and "reinsert ' this particle above 
the lower boundary for further tracking. U tr^ck in this way 
for a damping time. Then we begin to save jrdinates of par
ticles crossing the upper boundary and put tl .n into a file # 2 . 
Similarly every If) tu rns we pick a particle at random which is 
outside the upper boundary and save i ts coordinates in file # 3 . 

Step 3 is identical to step 2- In step 4 (or the last step) there 
is no upper boundary. After a damping t ime we begin tr« save 
coordinate positions of particles in the tail. 
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At each step we gain a factoT of 10 for the number of particles 
in the tail. In step 4 we have 1000 particles in a region where 
there was only one particle in step 1. To get this information we 
have had to track: i) 2 damping times to find the self consistent 
cor*1 size {see below), ii) J damping time in step 1 to gather 
information, and iii) 1 damping time for settling and 1 damping 
timr to gather information in steps 2 . 3 and 4. This is a total of 
9 damping times, 7 after the core size is determined. If we had 
attempted to get the same n "ormation tracking an ensemble of 
l.OriO.000 particles, we would have needed to track that ensemble 
for 2 damping times. The net reduction in cpu time using the 
strategy outlined is thus about a factor of 300. 

T h e M o d e l 

The computer code we used for tracking particles was a mi
nor eiihaiirrineut of a code created by Gerry Jackson |5j. Jack 
son wrote a cede to simulate core behavior under beam-beam 
operating conditions, including all relevant physics and omitting 
the irrelevant, with the objective of generating a fast code that 
could track a statistical ensemble of particles for several damping 
times He achieved a code that tracks 10* particle-turns per cpu 
Lour on a Floating Point Systems array processor attached to t he 
Cornell IBM 3090 supercomputer. A vector multiplication call 
takes about 0.5 microseconds per multiplication. Jackson, trark* 
ii hitif J urn (one IP and one arc] with the time equivalent of 30 
multiplications His code inrlud«->-

• two beam-beam interaction points. 

• linear transport through the arc with an energy dependent 
phase advance and beta functions, 

» rf nrreleralioiJ and quantum excitation in one arr. 

• a 11 cam-beam kick derived fror?i the error function solution 
for the field of a b! Gaussian charge distribution of a fixed 
(self consistent) counter-rotating beam. 

• the vertical height of the Li Gaussian distribution taken 
to depeud on the arrival time of the tracked particle (see 
Figure 4). 

The arc transfer matrices are calculated and stored for a dis 
crete set of energies, centers of energy bins At execution time 
the energy bin is determined and the appropriate transfer matrix 
used. 

The beam-beam kick is pre-calculated for a three dimensional 
grid of points with coordinates Ix/ tr T . yjav. oTfayl A ten-point 
interpolation determines the kick at execution thne. 

N»it included are: 

• rfferts of sextupoles other than the energy dependent tune 
moflnlafinu. 

• miipling, and 

• machine-beam coherent effects. 

Coupling is simulated by adding a small amount of vertical 
quantum excitation. 

Different settings of sextupoles even with the same chromatic-
ity can dramatically affect beam lifetime. However for the usual 
sextupole settings, the field strengths are very small near the 
beam core. This has led us to posit the situation depicted in 
Figure 5. The tail is supposed to consist of three regions. In the 
inner region, which we call the near tail, the sextupoles are still 
negligible. Beam-beam dynamics are determining the shape of 
the tail. In the middle region, the intermediate tail, sextupole 
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effects ate important. In the far toil region, particles are swept 
to the walls in a few hundred turns. In the final section we pro
pose ways to include the sextupoles and extend tail distribution 
studies into the intermediate region. The present work is limited 
to the near tail legion. 

C o r e D i s t r i b u t i o n s 

The computer code of G. Jackson is able 1o predict CESIt core 
sizes to within 15%. We have appended subroutines associated 
with storing and selecting particle coordinates at the amplitude 



boundaries depicted in Figure 3 . Although Jackson has studied 
interactional dynamics between two counter-rotat ing beams, we 
used a version which assumes that one beam is bi-Gaussian of 
fixed size and the other beam is tracked under the influence of 
the fixed beam. This is the so called weak-strong beam-beam 
simulation. We first s tudied the convergence of the distr ibution 
of the tracked (weak) beam. 

In Figure 6 we show the behavior of the variance i(r ) of the 
vertical ampli tude of the tracked beam, beginning with 1000 par
ticles distr ibuted hi a Gaussian shape of guessed width. As can 
be seen from Figure 6, the variance converges in about two damp
ing times, a total of 20.000 tu rns . Figure 7 shows that the distri
bution also converges, and in about the same number of turns. 
Note that if the final distribution were Gaussian, the distribution 
would be a straight line on this plot. T h e plot is quite straight 
when the fixed beam diameter coincides with the final diameter 
of the tracked beam. For the case shown, the fixed beam has a 
dirunefer smaller than the final diameter of the tracked beam. 
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distr ibution of tfie tracked beam *ft*r carb of A damping 
times. 

Our first task is to efficiently determine the self-consistent di
ameter . One could track a beam for many fixed beam diameters , 
and determine the curve of Figure 8 T h e desired self-consistent 
diameter is the paint at which this curve crosses the diagonal. 
Th<=* point is stable against flip-flop if the angle 0 < 45". ft 
js possible tt> determine ihis self-consistent diameter in about 2 
damping times by. 

l) s tar t ing from a guess (point 1 in Figure S). track for one 
damping time. 

ii) after otic damping time (point 2) reset the fixed beam size 
to this diameter, and 

in) continue to track (point 3). 
After a second damping time we have a diameter very close 

to the desired self consistent difttneter. 

Tai l D i s t r i b u t i o n s 

Having found ihe self-con si stent core size, we begin to save 
coordinates as particles cross the boundary we have drawn in 
step 1, Figure 3. Then we proceed through the steps 2, 3 , and 4 
outlined in this Figure, and described in the introduction above. 
We now present some results (Figures 9-14} obtained for CESR 
operating conditions. See Table 1. 

Figure 9 shows the vertical density profile obtained for par
ticles between 6 and IOCT from the beam core. It is remarkably 
exponential except for the tip of the tail where, because of poor 
statistics, exact numbers are not meaningful 

During step 4, we also kept track of the maximum ampl i tude 
achieved by rack particle. With this information we can deter 
mine lifetime for any ampli tude, shire particles with maximum 
ampli tude larger than that ampl i tude would have hii the scraper 
A rjraph of lifetime vrrsu< ampli tude is shown in Figure 10 Not--
that lifetimes corp^pn-nd i'> a ranee that can be measured r>: 
perinii-nraliy 

Ficui ilr-s.- lifetimes wi r;i:i infer particle densities using the 
argument-. jirr-.enr.rd m tl;*- appendix. The resulting inferred 
(ien-ity. if)£ftl:-T with the ronect simulated density, are shown i:: 
FJEITI- 11- Re:t.arkn!ily the two curves are parallel to one another 
and --eparriti'il ny a i rniisiajjt :*H>'h>: of 0 S Inferred di^trihwio::-
H : ' - a p p a r e u t h .pn t r - r e l i a b l e . 

RMS radius of fixed beam 

"I he riu- radium of (lie tracked ln-ani as a furirliou uf lJi<-
fadiie • f Ihr fuwJ Icani Assuming point I was thr firsi 
gu*-ss f- : irir- (rackt-d beam, then aftrr I damping utnr tin-
hriglii «;ll liavi- drcrrased to point 2 T a r fixrd bear idwr1> 
now cha:iRt-d to point 3 . and cracking continued for anulEn-r 
dampEne i IIIIC ('onvrj-^fnee to the diagonal crossover is wiy 
rapid 
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Tabic- 1. CESR Operat ing Parameters ( June 1987). 

Fit: 9 Density vs vertical amplitude beyond Qo |i is very close 
lo exponential except at the outer edge wheie statistics aie 
poor. 

iw 
- ( I h r ) 

-(10 min.) 

"BLflKTJS! 

F J'i ID Ili-am lifotinifs th*i would result fr«tii a hT^p-rs flared at 
th* amplituijp uf tlic ab-i.i'isft 

Orbit Period (T) 

Energy 

Energy Spread 

Energy Loss/Turn 

Bunch Length {rrer i 

Betatron Damping Time ( r r f j 

Beam Current 

Momentum Com part ion 

Beta Function at IP 's 

Eta Function at IP 's 

Beam Size at IP {aT or a9) 

Phase Advance/Turn 

Chroinatiri ty 

E i l l i l l l i l i r r 

2.56 x 1 0 - 6 sec 

5.29 GeV 

C x 10~ 4 

1.03 MeV 

2.2 mm 

25 ms 

8 rna 

0.0154 

H 1.05 m 

V 0.02 m 

H 0.6S m 

V 0 

H 0 60 m m 

V 0.03 m m 

H 29.498 cycles 

V 29.430 cycles 

H 0 5 

V 0.3 

H 0.16 iiini mr:id 

V 0.04 mni-mrad 

J it; II Comparison or particle density profiles that would liav been 
inferred from lifctiinr mcasurrmrnls witli the actual simu
lated distribution 

The next r.vo Figures, 12 and 13. are cuts throuph the distri
bution data displayed in Fie,urr 9. Figure 12 shows the contri
bution to (he vertical density distribution fr<irn particles in fixed 
horizontal ampli tude bins. Fipure 13 shows the contr ibutions In 
this distribution from particles in fixed energy ampl i tude bins 
T h e circled ratios on the graphs indicate the relative fraction of 
particles in the core that populate that particular ampli tude bin. 
These graphs demonst ra te that particles in the vertical tails tend 
to have large horizontal ampli tude and large energy ampli tude. 

In addition to bin populations, ive also saved information on 
crossings of bin boundaries . From this t laia we extract infor 
mat ion on particle motion. An example of information of this 
type is shown in Figure 14, Here v>e show the vcrtiral flux as 
a function of horizontal ati<l vertical ampl i tude . Positive val
uer indicate outward vertical flux. We see that particles tend t» 
nn»v«* outward into the vertical tail at large horizontal ampli tude 
and fall back into the core at small horizontal ampli tude. Of 
course, particles d a m p from large horizontal ampl i tude toward 
smaller horizontal ampl i tude, so one is seeing a circulation pat
tern. Particle? that wander statistically into the horizontal tails 
experience a region of strong non-linearity, get pushed up into 
the vertical tails. From there they damp toward smaller horizon
tal ampli tudes and then fall back into the core. Many plots of 
this nature can be constructed to study the dynamical s t ruc ture 
of tail distr ibutions. 
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FIO 14. A profile of particle flux in lh« vertical direction showing a circulation pattern in the vertical tails Particles move outward at 
large horizontal amplitudes and fall hack into the core at small horizontal amplitudes. 
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D i s c u s s i o n 

Ii may appear at first sight tha t roi relations between where a 
particle moves downward and Inter upward arrows an ampl i tude 
boundary would invalidate the method we ar r proposing- flow 
over, particle identities are interchangeable, and it is entirely 
appropria te to liavp a statistical response to the event "crossing 
the boundary." 

Hi'Wi-viT. I hen* an* two criudiirons that nm«t be ^atisfif-d f«i 
our method to he valid. Tin- first condition requires there he no 
rare, hut impor tant , crossings of a haver boundary which lead 
u: : | i hisrli probability, in n ru»*.-;iiij» <if the i'jip^r hoijndnrv Sec
ondly t he dis tance between subsequent boundaries nmsj be larg'* 
enough so that the exncl position where a particle crossed the 
lower boundary has been forgotten by the t ime it crossc? the 
upward boundary. Since it is expected that t ransport from one 
boundary to the next involves hundreds of tu rns , especially if the 
fir-si condition is satisfied, then the magni tude of the quan tum 
excitation is such that indeed the beginning position gets lost. 

It is our opinion that a rare, but impor tant , event will not 
occur as a result of arriving at special betat ron angles. However a 
high energy particle in the core could be rare and important since 
high energies clearly feed thr tails. This situation must be looked 
at quantitatively by tracking the "inner" segment ten dainpinc 
time*, compar ing the results with tracking the "upper" scgineni 
one damping time. Unfortunately the author ' s visit at Cornel! 
pa:ne to a close before these comparison? could be investigated 

A discrepancy arising from rare higher energy particles could 
be overcome by introducing boundaries in the three-dimensional 
ampli tude space, as shown in Figure 15. It is assumed that the 
boundaries are invariant under rotation in t h e ( a x , cv) apace, 
although other choices could be made. Here 

Finally, though we believe that the methods we have de
scribed, or a modification of them, will enable determination of 
tail particle distr ibutions, it will be impor tant in any application 
of the method to include some long runs to numerically affirm 
the validity of the process. 

A p p e n d i x : I n f e r r i n g Ta i l D i s t r i b u t i o n s 

f r o m S c r a p e r M e a s u r e m e n t s 

To infer the particle density distr ibution one posit? a model in 
which the outward How into the tail occurs in a separate part of 
the phase space fruni the inward flow, and that the inward flow 
occurs primarily as a result of damping. Specifically one supposes 
that is possible to distinguish outward moving particles from 
inward moving part i r lcs . such that t he total density pf particles 
at any instant a t vertical ampl i tude A$ would be given by 

pi Ay] =• fi0(A9) + ptiA9) (.41) 

and. assuming the scraper is withdrawn from the beam arid the 
lifetime very long, the flux balance equation at Av would he 
given by 

F N - V = f , N - V - F ; V V - 0 U 2 ) 

If th*- panii'le*. that were moving inu-qrd were dome s»> as a i r ^ sh 
of dniupu.c. then 

« h . >l;ni:piijf! nuir . T I K I - :h«' juv.-iiiil Hnx 

«' ~ yfl »i+«; 
In order to include ser tupole effects, we suggest a kick factor

ization of the one turn map . The amplitudes are small enough 
t ha t such a factorization should be well behaved. This form of 
tracking will only be accessary in the tails, and should b t fast 
enough to achieve acceptable computation times. 

tjiA,< - =- (.44! 
ill r, 

If ft r-i-rnjM'i WIT-- insfTW-'i til ain|>litu<]** A„ fit.* Hux -it the 
scrap'T -.v-mM }»•• nivcn by 

F:*AV ,h ~ 7t * r~ 

FIG-15- Rare motion to large energy amplitudes in the core region 
may give a contribution to the vertical tail population 
that we have overlooked. Tbree-dimemiosal boundaries 
would be requited to detect this motion. 

where r , \< the measured lifetime with the scraper in pla-'e The 
above approximation is very accurate since the i^ast majority of 
the particles are in the cor*- We may now write the following set 
of inequalities 

F „ W S F?[At) = F?\Avi < F^Ayi 

FjA. 
2-A;i>>iAv) ^ 2vA;p\Avt 

l.-iCi 

T h e first inequality follows from the fact thai the inward flow 
would he exppried to feed the upward flow to some extent With 
the inward flux removed, the outward flux would be reduced. 
The second inequality follows from the fact that the beam beam 
scattering will inhibit the inward flow of particlrs. T h e remaining 
equality and inequality follow from Equation* fA2J and lAHi 
Hence 

m • *+w (.471 
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where we arc guaranteed by Equations (AC) that /(.4„) S 1. To 
infer particJe densities from lifetime measurements it is assumed 
tliat / as 1. Our simulations have / K 0.8. s o apparently this 
inference is adequate to yield a qualitative picture. Also the flux 
simulation illustrated in Figure 14 appears to validate the two 
fltnv model assumed here. 
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